
POM–POMS TIPS & TRICKS
Three ways to make pom poms:

Fork Method
This is the easiest, fastest method 
but makes very small pom poms. 

Classic Cardboard (Donut) Method
This makes nice, round thick and 
fluffy pom poms that can be as large 
as you want. However, it can get hard 
to wrap around the opening of the 
donut as it tends to slide off. It is also 
harder to hold all the yarn together 
when cutting the two halves of the 
pom pom apart. 

Rectangular Cardboard Method
This makes nice thick and fluffy 
pom poms that can be as large as 
you want. The cardboard is easy to 
hold and the yarn does not slide off. 
However, the finished pom pom tends 
to be more oval than round and thus 
needs a lot of trimming to form a 
round ball. 

Tips for all pom 
pom methods:

Tips for both cardboard methods:

Use four ply yarn (the thicker yarn 
that isn’t silky) for fluffier, denser 
pom poms. Use either wool or 
acrylic. 

Use super hsarp scissors to cut 
the loops. You can also use metal 
snips or hardware shears to make 
the job easier.

Brush the finished pom pom with 
a short bristled wire brush for pet 
hair to make the pom pom extra 
fluffy.
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In order to make dense, fluffy looking pom poms using either 
the Classic Cardboard Donut or Rectangular Cardboard 
Methods, at least 1/3 of the pom pom will need to be trimmed 
total (1/6th off of the edges all around the pom pom) . 

Holding a circle of cardboard over your pom 
pom as a guide while trimming helps keep 
the shape round and even. Cutting a small 
hole in the middle of this cardboard circle 
will help center the circle over the knot. 

Any extra stray 
yarn pieces can 
be trimmed 
after. 

The trimmings 
can be saved 
to be used as 
stuffing for 
other projects. 
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There is a wide array of different 
patterns you can make in your 
pom poms! Search the internet for 
tutorials, including striped pom poms, 
polka dots, and even images like 
flowers and symbols like letters.

It’s amazing what you can do with your 
finished pom poms! The internet is full of 
tutorials including making rugs, vases of 
flowers, fashion accessories, and more!
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To make the most secure knot for your 
pom pom, first wrap one end of the yarn 
over the other three times. Pull tightly. 

Flip the pom pom over 
and make a knot or two 
on the other side. 

If you plan to attach your pom pom to an 
article of clothing, or something that will be 
touched a lot, sewing a few stitches with a 
needle and thread through the middle of the 
knot will help secure it. 
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Cut a 10 inch long piece of 
yarn and wedge between 
the middle prongs of a 
fork.

2
Hold both sides of the yarn 
down with your hand while 
holding the fork handle. 
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Use your other hand to wrap 
yarn around prongs. Wrap until 
the yarn forms a thick, ball-
like layer at least an inch wide 
across the prongs.

4
Tie the ends of the 10 inch 
piece of yarn into a tight 
knot. (See tips for knot 
making)

5
Slide the tied 
yarn ball off of 
the prongs.

7
8

Trim excess bits of yarn to 
form a nice round ball. 

The easiest, fastest, 
and smallest pom pom 
making methodFORK

Fluff up the pom 
pom with your 
fingers.

Cut with loops on both 
sides with a sharp 
pair of scissors. 
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Classic method that makes big 
fluffy pom poms, but a bit harder 
to wrap and holdDONUT

On a piece of thin cardboard,
trace something circular that 
is at least an inch wider in 
diameter than you want your 
finished pom pom to be.

Inside of this circle, trace 
something circular that is 
about an inch in diameter 
(or more) to make the 
donut hole. 

Add two lines to 
provide a ‘door’ from 
the center of the donut 
to the outside edge. 

Cut two copies 
of this pattern 
out of the thin 
cardboard.

To make a trimming guide for your finished 
pom pom, on a piece of thin cardboard 
trace a circular object that is at least 1 inch 
smaller in diameter than your cardboard 
donuts. A hole cut in the middle of this circle 
will provide a window to center the knots.

Sandwich the two cardboard donuts together and 
gently wrap with yarn. Don’t wrap the yarn tightly as 
this will make it very hard to cut afterward. Try to keep 
the wraps of the yarn as parallel as possible (don’t 
criss-cross or wrap randomly over the whole donut). 

Cover the entire donut 
with a generous layer of 
yarn at least 1 inch thick 
(total including both 
sides).

Hold the center of the donut tightly with one 
hand and poke the blade of a pair of very 
sharp scissors between the two layers of 
the cardboard donuts. Cut along the edge, 
separating the two sides of the donut. 

Once the two sides of the pom 
pom have been separated and the 
cardboard edge exposed, slide a 
12 inch piece of yarn between the 
two cardboard donuts. 

Make a knot by wrapping 
one end of the piece of 
yarn over the other three 
times. Pull tightly. 
(See tips for knot making)

Slide the knotted pom pom out 
of the cardboard donuts, flip 
over the pom pom, and make a 
tight knot or two on the other 
side.

Trim and fluff! 
(See tips for trimming) 
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Makes big fluffy pom poms, easy 
to wrap and hold, but requires 
more trimming to make them like 
a ball. RECTANGULAR
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Trim and fluff! 
(See tips for trimming) 

Slide pom 
pom off of the 
cardboard.

To make a trimming guide for your pom pom, on a 
piece of thin cardboard, trace something circular that 
is the diameter you want your finished pom pom to be. 
Cut a small hole in the center of the cardboard disc to 
later center the knot. 

Using a ruler and pencil on a piece of thin 
cardboard, measure a rectangle that is 
an inch higher than your circular disc, and 
4 inches long. Measure a notch that is in the 
center of this rectangle that is 3 inches long 
by 1 inch high. 

Cut two of 
these notched 
rectangle 
shapes out.

Cut a 12 inch piece of yarn 
and place it in the notch 
of the the sandwiched 
cardboard pieces.

Gently wrap with yarn. Don’t wrap the yarn 
tightly as this will make it very hard to cut 
afterward. Try to keep the wraps of the yarn 
as parallel as possible (don’t criss-cross or 
wrap randomly over the whole rectangle). 

Cover the rectangle with a 
generous layer of yarn at least 1 
inch thick, making a ball of yarn 
about as wide as your cardboard 
rectangles are high (total, including 
both sides).

Tie the 12 inch piece of yarn around the 
middle of the wrapped yarn. Make a knot by 
first wrapping one end of the piece of yarn 
over the other 3 times. Flip over and tie a 
knot or two on the other side. (See knot tying 
in the tips)

Poke the blade of a pair of very 
sharp scissors between the two 
layers of cardboard. Cut along the 
edge, splitting the two cardboard 
rectangles apart again. 


